Cycle Parking Regulations

The aim of cycle parking facilities is to provide a place for commuting staff and students to park their bikes during the time they are on site. By placing your cycle on any University of Southampton land it is understood that you will adhere to the following regulations.

1. Cycle facilities on university campuses and halls of residence are owned and operated by the University of Southampton.
2. Cycles are parked at the owner’s risk
3. Cycles must be removed from halls sites when your halls contract finishes
4. All cycles left in cycle cages must display a valid tag which runs from 1 September to 31 August each year
5. Cycles or locks left for longer than 48 hours during any one time on non-halls sites may be deemed as abandoned and may be removed and recycled.
6. Cycles or locks considered to be abandoned may receive a fixed notice and may be removed within 7 days
7. Cycles or locks may be removed within 6 hours if thought to be positioned inconsiderately or inappropriately
8. Cycles that have been removed will be stored for 1 month. Owners wishing to claim their cycle back during this period should contact unicycle@soton.ac.uk  A fee of £30 may be charged for each bike released
9. Cycles remaining unclaimed after 1 month will be placed into the Unicycle scheme and the cycle might be recycled or destroyed
10. The University of Southampton will not be liable for the cost of replacement locks
11. The University of Southampton reserves the right to amend these regulations at any time